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Hydrogen Energy:  
for a GREEN future
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No CO2 emissions
Making electricity 
from hydrogen 
doesn’t produce 
any carbon dioxide. 
By using renewable 
energy to separate 
the hydrogen, the 
entire process 
is completely 
emission-free.

Which makes this an ideal form of green energy,
so we can all breathe a little easier.

An unlimited supply
Hydrogen can 
be extracted 
from a wide 
range of 
substances. 
including oil, gas, 
biofuels, sewage 
sludge and water - 
and our planet has 
lots of water.

So we’re never going to run out of hydrogen, which means energy 
security for everyone and peace of mind for our grandchildren.



Easy to store and transport
Electricity can be 
difficult to store 
and convey over 
long distances, 
but by using 
electricity to 
extract hydrogen, 
both storage and 
transport become 
simple. 

This method sees renewable energy sources 
such as wind and solar power used in a much more efficient way.

Think of the next generation
A major advantage 
of hydrogen is 
that it provides 
an energy 
infrastructure 
that can be locally 
produced, meaning 
countries can 
power themselves 
independently. 

This means that our children will be able to enjoy 
energy security - for generations to come.



HSP: supplier of Composite 
High-pressure hydrogen storage

HSP: building of Control Panels

   Volumes up to 500 L.
   Pressure up to 500 bar.

HSP is also very experienced in building control panels 
for industrial gases.

  In-house engineering, construction and testing.



HSP Worldwide is the FITOK Valves and Fittings supplier 
in the Netherlands.

   FITOK 20D Series Double Ferrule Type Tube Fittings 
are designed and manufactured to be secure 
and gas-tight.

   FITOK 20D Series Double Ferrule Tube Fittings: 
EC79 Compliant, up to 20,000 psi (1379 bar).

HSP: supplier of FITOK
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HSP Worldwide also supplies:
  FITOK instrumentation
  Sandvik tubing
  Industrial valves
  Mounting materials
  Hoses and Couplings

HSP Worldwide takes care of its customers
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